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The Red (Cherry) Scare is Back with The Unknown’s Latest Stout  

The Unknown Brewery Releases their Newest Version of their Dirty Commie Heathen 
Russian Imperial Stout 

 

CHARLOTTE, N.C. (December 2, 2016) – It’s back. Not communism, but The Unknown 
Brewing Company’s Dirty Commie Heathen Russian Imperial Stout. Since 2015, the 
brewery has released the beer every winter with slight recipe alterations each year to 
ensure a new experience with each brew.  
 
Despite the international name, all of the Dirty Commie Heathen’s ingredients are 
authentically American. The stout is brewed with cherries from Michigan and 4,000 pounds 
of grain before being stored and aged in bourbon oak barrels. The combination of flavors 
is complex and has even been known to change with the temperature. While stouts are 
normally enjoyed at 50-55 degrees, Shell suggests the beer be served at almost room 
temperature.  
 
“It may not be the most politically correct name,” said Brad Shell, owner of The Unknown 
Brewing Company, “but it gets your attention, and that’s what we like to do here at The 
Unknown.” 
 
The brewery certainly does grab attention as the Dirty Commie Heathen joins a slate of 
other unique Unknown brews including Battle of the Shirts, Venture Stout, and a 
homebrew mashup named Garage Ninja to be released in February.  
 
To learn more about The Unknown Brewery, visit The Unknown’s official Facebook page 

at facebook.com/UnknownBrewing. Follow The Unknown on Twitter and Instagram, 

@UnknownBrewing, and keep up with the hashtag #StrangeBrewCLT for real-time event 

updates. 

 
For more on The Unknown’s hours of operation, brewery tour schedule and special 

events, visit UnknownBrewing.com or call 980.237.2628. 
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About Unknown Brewing Company  

The Unknown Brewing Company, located in Charlotte’s South End neighborhood and 

just three blocks from Bank of America Stadium, is a local craft brewery that made 

Charlotte its home in 2013 when owner Brad Shell opened the 22,500-square-foot brew 

house. The Unknown Brewing Company’s culture is about breaking the mold and 

making exceptional beer, which includes a variety of unique seasonal and mainstay 

brews. For more information, visit www.unknownbrewing.com. 
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